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A methodological
approach to forecasting
spatial distribution
of workplaces in
an industrial metropolis
Abstract
Many world cities retain their unique industrial status. Such a feature of the economy
of an industrial metropolis imposes additional requirements on the development of
the forecast of spatial distribution of workplaces. The article highlights the contradictions of the long-term development of an industrial megalopolis, which become scenic
forks, when forecasted. These include optimization of the industrial and trade-service
sectors of the economy, the ratio of inertial and innovative development vectors, variability of migration flows and the choice of the agglomeration model type. The article
is devoted to the problem of forecasting the development of a large metropolis, where
the industrial sector plays a significant role in the economy. At the methodological
level, the article justifies principles of spatial development of an industrial metropolis. The article describes forecasting tools for spatial location of workplaces, based on
a combination of several models. The study was performed through the example of
Ekaterinburg – the industrial capital of Russia; the metropolis scenarios were justified
until 2035; the forecast of spatial distribution was calculated through the example of
the two sectors competing for investments – industrial and trade-service. The authors
substantiate spatial distribution of workplaces taking into account the projected number of people employed, the number of population of working age and distinguishing
features of transport behavior of citizens. The paper demonstrates that the number of
large industrial enterprises in a historically industrial center and its first zone decreases,
and the modern industry in the form of small and medium-sized businesses located in
industrial parks commence gradually forming a circuit with nodes on transport routes
towards the largest consumer territories.

Keywords

spatial development, city economy, spatial distribution of
workplaces, industrial metropolis

JEL Classification
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INTRODUCTION
An industrial metropolis is a city with population over one million, in
which the share of industry in turnover of organizations exceeds 40%
and the number of people employed in the industrial sphere amounts
to approximately 20% of all economically active inhabitants. The future of any industrial city with a million-strong population in the horizon of 5-10 years is predetermined by the ideas of formation of a
comfortable ergonomic space. It aims to create a quality urban environment that is not inferior to the highest global standards. In fact, we
are talking about the design of a “post-industrial city” with advanced
economy, service infrastructure, modern commerce, entertainment
and public leisure. On a broader planning horizon of 10-20 years, the
result of this in fact “catching-up” city development is rather predictable and as a matter of principle realistic. However, this result would
lack the core value, which only makes a difference in the long-term
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geo-cultural competition of cities for people and projects.
The main objective of the long-term development of an industrial metropolis is to create a future uniqueness of the city. The struggle for uniqueness and diversity of the city is the same investment in its prosperity, as the struggle to attract a “strategic investor”, technology parks and clusters. Any industrial city
in its long-term development will face four major contradictions. In the horizon of strategic forecasting,
one can single out a set of contradictions that allow structuring the scenario choice, identifying possible
strategies for the city and justify the objectives of its development under the new conditions.
First, the key contradiction in the development of a historically industrial city is the contradiction in
the structure of the city economy (Gugler, 2004; Taşan-Kok & Baeten, 2011). The sphere of production
enters into a contradiction with the sphere of distribution, while the financial sector and the social sector act as service industries.
Secondly, the contradiction of any development is the contradiction of “inertia-innovation” (Anheier &
Fliegauf, 2013; Silverstein et al., 2007). The choice lies in the preferences and features of the city development tools. The inertial motion involves gradual copying of solutions and their gradual implementation
in the market logic. The innovative option involves anticipating project development of the city through
advanced standards and technologies. However, accelerated investment growth cannot continue indefinitely – in the end, it comes into conflict with the infrastructure limitations (energy, capacity transport
paths, etc.) and the decreasing efficiency of transaction load (Dubrovsky et al., 2016). Then this type
of growth is replaced by innovative growth associated with the search for new technologies, while the
quality of such development significantly changes.
Thirdly, within the framework of a long-term forecast, there is always a contradiction in the labor force
(Fernandez-Macias et al., 2012; Zhang, 2011; Carmona, 2002). The resident population of the city, subject to objective demographic trends, cannot constantly provide the supply of labor sufficient to ensure
the growth of the city economy.
Fourth, the development of agglomerations, being an inevitable process, will cause a contradiction associated with the agglomeration development model (Gordon & McCann, 2005; Wallsten, 2004). The
choice of the development and management model of the agglomeration will make appropriate demands for the spatial development of metropolis and its suburbs, the interface between the sectoral and
territorial structure of the agglomeration and formation of the infrastructure development options.
The above contradictions are the main scenic forks of the long-term development of any industrial metropolis. The choice of an optimal approach is preceded by development and implementation of a single
methodological platform and forecasting tools for conducting multidimensional spatial analysis and
modeling aimed at the urban environmental planning.
The purpose of this study is to validate the choice of approaches and models to forecast the long-term
spatial development of the city, where the industrial sector plays a significant role in economy. The approaches described in the methodological part of the article have been implemented in the project of
perspective development of the micro-districts of Ekaterinburg, which is, historically, the industrial
capital of Russia. The objectives of the project included the following:
1) the current assessment of the economic efficiency of the metropolitan area;
2) justification of scenic forks in the forecasting interval up to 2035;
3) forecast of the metropolis workplace location in the context of economic activities.
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1. MATERIALS
AND METHODS

1.

The first group of models is based on the use of
statistical reports on population resettlement,
places of employment and population movements for the past period. This includes the
single growth rate method, average growth
factors, the Detroit method and the Fratar
method (Trip Distribution Techniques, n.d.).
These approaches allow forecasting the demand for movement considering the nature of
change in the passenger traffic between transport areas in the future.

The basis of modeling is the idea of the city as a
system of territory elements, each of which can be
characterized by the type and activity of use and
functional connectivity with other elements of the
territory. According to the most popular gravity
model, the correspondence between any two territorial elements (neighborhoods) increases in direct proportion to their conditional “weight” (indication of the intensity of use) and is reversely
proportional to the distance between them (Ke et 2. The second group of models includes models
al., 2017). For example, the number of workplacthat simulate the aggregate demand for “labor” and “social” movements based on gravies within a certain micro-district determines its
“generating” capacity, whereas the employment of
tational and entropic approaches. Among the
its population defines its “absorbing” capacity.
approaches of this group, particular attention
should be paid to Stoffer’s “method of possibilities” (Ortuzar & Willmsen, 2006), according
The algorithm for socio-economic monitoring of
workplaces is based on a wide array of data on the
to which the process of population movement
is accepted as probabilistic.
megalopolis enterprises. The algorithm for socioeconomic monitoring of workplaces developed by
the authors encompasses the assessment of the so- 3. The third group of models are discrete choice
models (Evenett & Keller, 2002), which allow
cio-economic situation and the assessment of availdescribing the process of resettlement and “laability of infrastructure of the major workplaces.
bor” and “social” displacement as a function
The best way to obtain the actual data is to use spewith complex parameters.
cialized databases that provide information on the
number and financial indicators with reference to
the actual location of objects. The analysis of proj- 4. The fourth group of models is evaluative
and is based on calculations of integral estiects is carried out in the mode of monitoring regionmates of territorial capital, structural-funcal strategic documents, programs, lists of enterprises
tional and socio-demographic potential of
that received support measures for implementation
of projects, as well as information inquiries to local
micro-districts.
administrations, branch unions, small business associations, entrepreneurs support funds, requests to There are three principal aspects of the concept deprofile ministries, employment centers, etc.
velopment. First, it is ensuring polycentric development of an industrial metropolis. The competitiveBased on these data, the analysis of workplace loca- ness of an industrial metropolis is directly related
tion in the context of metropolitan districts is car- to its ability to perform specific functions of the
ried out, along with the analysis of projects (plans) metropolitan territory. Historical experience shows
of enterprises and organizations (in the context of that cities that deliberately pursue “metropolization”
the most important economic activities – industry, policy generally significantly increase their place in
trade and services, social affairs, finance, trans- the urban hierarchy. Several studies note possible
port, communications, public sector and others). negative consequences of over-concentration of
The disclosure of analytical information is carried population and resources in large urban areas (enout both in general by the type of activity, and in vironmental risks and recovery costs; an increase
the context of the size of enterprises.
in the alternative cost of new projects in megacities
(Scimemi & Teodori, 1964; and others). To reduce
The development of a long-term concept for devel- such negative trends, it is necessary to adhere to the
opment of the residential micro-districts is based important principle of a spatial strategy, namely the
on the following methodological platform.
principle of polycentricity (Biyakov, 2004).
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In this regard, the results of the developed concept
will ensure simultaneous compliance with the
principle of polycentricity and the principle of investment efficiency. The principle of polycentricity
is directly related to the identification and maintenance of specialization of the metropolitan areas
that will form the framework of the urban settlement, representing a hierarchically constructed
set of micro-districts of different level and specializations, according to cyclical tendencies. This will
allow speaking of the “wireframe effect” (Lappo et
al., 2007), which is understood as a set of positive
results of economic and social interaction of the
micro-districts in order to ensure the competitiveness of the city as a whole.

2. RESULTS

The algorithm for the socio-economic monitoring of workplaces includes an assessment of infrastructure availability for the main workplaces.
The assessment includes the following infrastructure elements: transport and logistics (warehouses,
places of temporary storage of cars, public transport stops, etc.), engineering (necessary communications, networks), information and communication (Internet access points, contact points, etc.),
financial (banks, cash settlement centers, etc.),
business (notary, lawyer’s offices, etc.), engineering
and security infrastructure (video surveillance in
the streets, access control, etc.). As for criteria for
assessing the availability of the above-mentioned
Secondly, it is creation of a comfortable environ- objects, the authors propose to use a set of stanment and ensuring the quality of life. The second dards approved in the city and region, along with
aspect is the concept of a modern comfortable (in the absence of an appropriate standard of secity, which assumes an equal access to the city’s curity) the national and world standards. At the
infrastructure and the benefits of engineering im- same time, the main attention is paid to the densiprovement. Micro-districts are designed for multi- ty characteristics of the specified urban functions.
functional provision of residents within a walking The spatial analysis of the city determines the disdistance to: shops, parks, libraries, entertainment tribution of the most important density characterfacilities, police departments, etc., which enables istics that reveal the intensity of development of
residents to live in comfortable surroundings each single micro-district.
without using transport and long distance driving
(Matafonov et al., 2003). Such decisions will pre- The methods of analysis of the socio-economic sitvent the city from “sprawling” beyond its borders, uation in the workplaces are rather complex and
and will create new planning units of low-density consist of the two main units: Unit 1 – Analysis
individual development on the outskirts of the city of the socio-economic situation in the workplaces
with multifunctional service areas and workplaces. based on statistical data; Unit 2 – Analysis of the
socio-economic situation in the workplaces based
Thirdly, it is ensuring the effective use of territo- on a sociological survey.
rial capital. The defining moment in the rate of
economic growth of a metropolis micro-district is
the quantity and quality of territorial capital. The Unit 1.
concept of territorial capital implies that the same
investments in different micro-districts will lead The major structural components of the analysis
to different results, both at the district level and at are the following (the analysis is carried out for
the city level (Romão & Neuts, 2017). The competi- the most important types of economic activity –
tiveness achieved due to the features of the micro- industry, trade and services, social sphere, finandistrict, the efficiency of infrastructure and servic- cial sphere, transport, communications, public
es, benefits the entire economy of the city (Greene sector):
et al., 2017).
1. The level of economic activity localization (inThus, the consideration of these aspects will allow
cluding the number of enterprises of the i-th
offering a decision support system for the microindustry group on the whole territory of the
micro-district, the number of enterprises of
districts and the city as a whole, making it possible
all industry groups throughout the micro-disto analyze and visualize critical spatial patterns,
trict). The key indicators are:
forming the territorial capital.
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micro − district

K empl
=

Vempl

⋅100,

city

(1)

Vempl

=
F1

Dempl
M

⋅100,

(6)

where F1 – the density of economic activity in the
where K empl – the share of the micro-district in the micro-district, persons per 1 sq.km; Dempl – the
number of persons employed, %; V
– the number of employed in the micro-district; M –
number of employees in the micro-district; V – the micro-district territory.
the number of employees in the city.
Dcom
(7)
=
F2
⋅100,
V
M
=
⋅100,
K com
(2)
V
where F2 – the turnover of enterprises in the miwhere K com – the share of the micro-district in the cro-district, thousand rub./1 sq.km; Dcom – the
number of enterprises, %; V
– the number turnover of enterprises in the micro-district; M
of enterprises in the micro-district; V – total – the micro-district territory.
number of enterprises in the city.
2. Localization of economic efficiency of the terriV'
K 'empl
=
⋅100,
(3)
tory (assessment of the results of economic acV'
tivity of economic entities located in the terriwhere K 'empl – the share of the micro-district in
tory of micro-districts, for example, the share of
the number of persons employed at the enterprises
loss-making enterprises in the total number of
of a certain scale, %; V '
– the number of emeconomic entities located in the micro-district,
ployees of the enterprises of a certain scale in the
the profitability of the micro-district enterprises,
micro-district; V – total number of employees
etc.). The key indicators: the average salary in
of the enterprises of a certain scale in the city.
the micro-district; the average labor productivity in the micro-district, the average index of due
V'
=
⋅100,
K 'com
(4)
diligence of organizations in the micro-district
V'
(credit risks and scoring ratings).
where K 'com – the share of the micro-district in
the number of enterprises of a certain scale, %; 3. Transport accessibility of workplaces (including
– the number of enterprises of a certain
significance coefficients of parking lots, signifiV'
scale in the micro-district; V ' – total number of
cance of the distance to the city center, scale coefenterprises of a certain scale in the city.
ficients of the micro-district location within the
territory of the city). The distance units (kilomeV
=
×
100,
K
(5)
ters) are the key measurement units, characterEconActiv
V
izing transport accessibility, their use allows not
where K EconActiv – the share of the micro-district
only calculating the average distance between
the objects, but also assessing their availability.
in the number of persons employed at the enterprises in the defined foreign economic activity, %;
The key indicators: the average distance from a
– the number of organizations in the decertain micro-district to all others, the average
V
time and cost of traveling by car from a certain
fined foreign economic activity in the micro-dismicro-district to all others, the average time and
trict; V
– total number of organizations in the
cost of travel by public transport (with a minidefined foreign economic activity in the city.
mum number of transplants) from a certain micro-district to all others.
The density of economic activity (including the
density of the integrated use of the district territory; density of the micro-district territory use for
economic activity by integrated groups, the diver- Unit 2.
sity of economic activity) – density values can be
determined per unit area, it is also possible to esti- Analysis of the socio-economic situation in the workmate the indicators per one person employed. The places based on a sociological survey. The results of
key indicators are:
the sociological survey and the analysis of the remicro − district
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Models and methods for assessing
territorial capital, structural-functional and
socio-demographic potentials of the microdistricts

Groups of criteria for optimal resettlement,
location of labor and transport networks

Models describing the functional connections of the socio-economic development of the
districts, forecasting models

Assessment of the current situation of
micro-districts, formation of a
development forecast and optimal
specialization of the micro-districts

Regular monitoring of the socio-economic
development of the residential micro-districts
and their place in the structure of the city

The concept of perspective development of the residential micro-districts

Figure 1. The scheme of the methods for shaping the concept of perspective development of the
residential micro-districts of the metropolis
sults obtained will allow characterizing the attitude
of the population to the workplace localization. The
purpose of the analysis is to reveal the structural
concreteness of the city space in its current state, to
formulate the perspective problems of urbanization,
which are necessary for understanding the economic
fate and competitiveness of the micro-districts.
The following statistical procedures are used for
the analysis:
1) descriptive statistics;
2) reliability statistics (estimation of confidence
intervals, testing of hypotheses);

Figure 1 shows the scheme of the methods for
shaping the concept of perspective development
of residential micro-districts of the metropolis.
The method for creating the concept of perspective development of residential micro-districts of
an industrial megacity consists of:
a. a set of models and methods for assessing territorial capital, structural and functional and
socio-demographic potentials of micro-districts (statistical and survey methods);
b. a group of criteria for the optimality of resettlement, location of the workplaces and transport networks (urban planning standards);

3) analysis of contingency, correlation analysis (calculation and verification of the sig- c. a set of models that characterize functional links
between the indicators of socio-economic develnificance of Kendall, Spearman, Cramer and
opment of micro-districts, and forecast models
Pearson coefficients);
(a system of balanced indicators of micro-districts, of which rating is the integral indicator);
4) tests for independent samples (to compare different groups of respondents): ANOVA variance analysis to estimate the differences be- d. the algorithm of actions for assessing the current situation of micro-districts, formation of
tween the averages; Leuven’s test for estimata development forecast and the optimal speing the homogeneity of the compared groups;
cialization of micro-districts;
The Shapiro – Wilks test for estimating the
normality of the distribution of quantitative variables; Nonparametric tests (Kruskal- e. methods and algorithm for monitoring the
long-term socio-economic development of the
Wallis test and median test).
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residential micro-districts and their place in
the structure of a metropolis;
f.

the structure of the concept of micro-districts
with the characteristic of the basic sections
and formats of results visualization.

and distinctive features of their innovation development. The ratio of the leading sectors shows
how many rubles created in the sphere of trade
and services correspond to one ruble generated in
industry.

Despite the inevitable rapid development of the
Our approach allows obtaining a systematic and tertiary sector (trade, services, maintenance, pubcoordinated forecast of the long-term spatial de- lic catering), the city’s industrial sector has considerable potential for innovation. The reason is that
velopment for an industrial metropolis.
the nucleus of city industrial sector consists of enterprises of the defense-industrial complex, characterized by high-tech manufactures of the new
3. DISCUSSION
technological structures. Over the past 15 years,
Russia is an industrialized country rich in gas, oil Ekaterinburg shows a relatively high investment
and other mineral resources. This abundance helped growth rate, much higher than the corresponding
the nation to take a lead among other economies figures for other Russian cities with a population
that are virtually 100% dependent on the extracted above one million people.
fuel. Russian industrial cities form the basis of the
economic development of the state. In the territory The scenic territory of the city development is
of Russia, there are about 300 such centers situated due to a number of contradictions. After all,
in the Far East, the Urals and the northern part of when creating scenarios for the development of
the Caucasus. Some of them are located in central Ekaterinburg, we used three scripted forks, each
Russia. Among the Russian cities with a popula- fork resulted in two alternative scenarios. We betion above one million people, Ekaterinburg has a lieve it is possible to identify typical scenarios for
leading position after Moscow and St. Petersburg. development of an industrial metropolis:
According to Rosstat, Ekaterinburg has a combined
rating of 1. Such a high rating is due, first of all, to a. scenario within the industrial vector
(innovative);
high wages, development of trade, services and
housing construction. The analysis of Eurostat data
made it possible to single out European cities with a b. preservation of the existing trend of uncontrolled growth in the trade sector is fully vispopulation above one million people with the same
ible in the inertial scenario, which could lead
structure of the city economy as in Ekaterinburg.
to a complete de-industrialization of the city
Currently, the share of the city’s population workand the loss of the status of the “industrial
ing in industry is 19.4%. The closest values for this
capital of the region”;
indicator are the following industrialized European
cities with a population above one million people:
Greater Milan (19.3%), Greater Naples (15.7%), c. and finally, the baseline scenario will be implemented as part of the trade vector, though
Lyon (11.9%), Munich (11.3%), Greater Manchester
with preservation of the industrial component
(10.7%), Budapest (10.7%), Hamburg (10.3%) and
of the city economy.
Cologne (10.2%).
Since 2000, the ratio of the volume of turnover for
the trade-service sector (retail trade, public catering, paid services to the population, household
services) to the industrial sector of Ekaterinburg’s
economy is constantly increasing. The given indicator characterizes the structure of the city’s
economy and is dependent on numerous factors,
such as historical specialization, availability of resources, economic efficiency of the leading sectors
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The main fork of the scenarios – structural fork –
defines two vectors of development: industrial and
trade-service. To carry out predictive calculations,
one scenario has been selected as part of the industrial vector and two other scenarios – as part
of the trade-service vector (Lavrikova et al., 2017).
Forecasting will be carried out considering the socio-economic development of the city until 2035,
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Figure 2. The number of employed in the Ekaterinburg city economy in terms of spatial zones, 2015
providing implementation of several scenarios, including the new industrialization scenario and the
prevailing scenario of the trade-service sector. For
the forecast of the economic structure of the city
both in terms of turnover and in numbers, it is the
starting point for predicting economic indicators.
The influence of structural changes is evident in
the dynamics.
The territory of Ekaterinburg consists of 66 microdistricts of different scale and different specialization. The main problem of the majority of microdistricts of any industrial megacity, including
Ekaterinburg, is the lack of diversification, which
is a serious limitation of long-term development.
Concerning the localization of industry in terms
of the occupied territory, it is necessary to note the
following. The industrial areas of Ekaterinburg
are vast and varied. Today, they occupy about
30% of the total territory of the city. Depending
on specialization, the industrial enterprises of
Ekaterinburg relate to heavy engineering and machine-tool construction, metallurgy, production
of metal products, production of building materials, production of rubber and plastic products,
chemical industry and food industry.

tion are the micro-districts of the first zone. In
total, 79.8% of all the employed in Ekaterinburg
work in the Central zone and 10 other largest micro-districts. At present, 70.6% of the employed in
the city’s economy work in the Central (30.8%) and
the first zone from the center – 39.8% (Figure 2).
According to our estimates, by the year 2035, the
growth rate of the total number of employed in
Ekaterinburg will be 106.7% compared to the level
of 2015 in case of the innovation scenario. At the
same time, there will be changes in the structure
of the workplace localization. Thus, the number of
employed in the Central zone will significantly decrease (by 11.8%), and the share of employees in the
Central zone will decrease from 30.8% to 25.4%. If
in 2015 almost every third employee worked in the
Center, by the year 2035 every fourth citizen will
work there (Figure 3).
In 2035, the growth rate of the number of employed in the first zone will make 109.2% compared to the level of 2015, and the share of workers
there will increase from 29.8% to 40.7%. In terms
of the number of employees, the first zone will remain the largest. The second zone will show quite
a dynamic development. The growth in the number of employed in 2035 will be 23.4% compared
to the level of 2015, and their share will increase
from 16% to 18.5%.

In Ekaterinburg, the largest micro-district in
terms of the workplaces localization is the Central
Micro-district. Around 30.8% of the total number
of people employed in Ekaterinburg refer to its territory. The next five of the most important work- The key industries of the Ekaterinburg city are the
place locations with a 5-8% share in the popula- industrial sector (mining, processing and power gen-
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Figure 3. The structure of population in the context of spatial zones, 2015 and 2035
eration) and the trade-service sector (trade, catering,
hotels and service industry). The structure of the
number of enterprises and organizations of the city
under the inertial scenario will change significantly.
According to estimates, by 2035, in case of the innovative scenario, the share of employed in the industrial sector will be 18%, which will be more closely
connected with technological changes that objectively envisage automation of industrial production;
the share of the trade-service sector will amount to
21% (see Table 1). At the same time, in each microdistrict the proportion of those employed in the key
sectors of economy will differ significantly.

The analysis of the city’s micro-districts shows
that they have their own specifics. This can be
seen through the example of the Central microdistrict. The main types of economic activity are
state administration (14.5%), transport organizations (12.4%), trade (10%), financial services (10%),
industry (9.5%), health (8.5%), energy (8.2%) and
education (8.1%).

The loss of the industrial status of the city is clearly
visible in the inertial scenario. By the end of 2035,
the share of the industrial sector will not exceed
30%, while the share of the trade-service sector
will account for half of the turnover of the city’s
Thus, in the Center in 2015, the share of employed organizations (Figure 4). The innovation scenario
in the industrial sector was 9.5%, while the trade- will allow speaking of parity of the two most imservice sector amounted only to 13.5%. The main portant sectors for the city economy – their share
share of employed was in the public, financial and will amount to 40%, which will allow using the
social sectors. By 2035, the share of employed in potential of the trade-service sector for investthe industrial sector in the Center will be reduced ment development of the real sector of economy.
to 5%, and the share of the trade-service sector The basic variant assumes an intermediate variant
of the turnover structure.
will increase by two times.
Table 1. Forecast of the structure of employed in terms of the key sectors of the Ekaterinburg
economy
Structural changes
Zone/Micro-district
Ekaterinburg
Center
1st zone
2nd zone
3rd zone
4th zone
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Industrial
sector, %

2015
Trade-service
sector, %

20.5
9.5
23.9
26.1
27.2
27.3

15.2
13.5
26.3
27.3
25.6
19.3

Others, %

Industrial
sector, %

2035
Trade-service
sector, %

Others, %

64.3
77.0
49.8
46.6
47.2
53.4

18.0
5.0
20.3
23.1
26.5
24.5

21.0
26.0
29.4
27.9
37.4
21.4

61.0
69.0
50.3
49.0
36.1
54.2
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15%
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5%
0%
Central zone

1st zone

2nd zone

Industrial sector 2015

3rd zone

4th zone

Industrial sector 2035

Figure 4. Forecast of the share of the industrial sector in the economic structure
of Ekaterinburg micro-districts
city in the format of medium and small hightech business located in industrial and technical parks. The fourth zone industry will grow
due to its satellite towns.

The share of employed in the industrial sector
in the first, second and fourth zones will also
significantly decrease. This trend will be less
evident in the third zone. The growth in the
share of trade in the structure of economy will
increase dramatically in the Central and in the
third zones (Figure 5).

2. In the trade-service sector of economy, the
labor productivity is much lower than in the
industrial sector; therefore, with a share of
40% in the turnover of enterprises, the share
Therefore, the spatial development of industrial
of the employed will be 25%. In the spatial asEkaterinburg will adhere to the following trends.
pect, a significant growth in the trade-service
sector is expected in the central zone (due to
1. By 2035, the share of employed in the indusdisplacement of the industrial sector) and in
trial sector will be reduced objectively (up to
the third zone due to the growth in the settle18% of all the employed) with a significant inment density.
crease (by 40%) in labor productivity and the
share of the sector in the turnover of enterprises. In the spatial aspect, the industrial sec- 3. By 2035, the transport flows will also be adtor will shrink significantly in the Center (2
justed. The main load on the road transport
network will shift from the center to the sectimes) and in the first zone micro-districts. A
ond and third zones, with the increase of the
new industry with less need for workers will
density of population and workplaces.
emerge in the third and fourth zones of the
40%

35%
30%
25%
20%
15%

10%
5%
0%
Central zone

1st zone

2nd zone

Trade-service sector 2015

3rd zone

4th zone

Trade-service sector 2035

Figure 5. Forecast of the share of trade-service sector in the economic structure
of Ekaterinburg micro-districts
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CONCLUSION
In conclusion, it should be noted that the spatial aspects of the forecast of the workplace location in any metropolis are individual and determined by such factors as: the key industries and their location, the cost of
land in the city’s districts, the existing construction features, the efficiency of the road network, etc. At the
same time, forecasting for a period of 20 years inevitably includes short- and medium-term planning cycles.
However, at the stage of setting the task of developing a long-term forecast, considering the tactical and local
development priorities of the city, attention should be paid to the methods of strategic urbanism.
The methods discussed in the paper allow substantiating the quantitative forecast of spatial location of workplaces on the basis of population resettlement models, gravitational models of transport behavior of residents
and models of economic efficiency of the city space. The rationale behind the presented approach was a
method based on calculations of integral estimates of territorial capital, as well as structural-functional and
socio-demographic potential of micro-districts of a metropolis. The developed method allows justifying the
forecast profile of a micro-district, resolving the problems of particular single-industry micro-districts that
encounter development risks, social problems and outward migration flaws.
To demonstrate the implementation of the given method, we addressed the case of the largest industrial metropolis of Russia – the city of Ekaterinburg, which contains 66 micro-districts of different specialization. The
industrial sector occupying more than a third of the city’s territory was located historically in the center, the
first and the second zones during the formation of the city and the period of the first industrialization. At the
moment, economic efficiency of industry in the center of the city and its first two zones has decreased significantly giving way to the tertiary sector of economy. The efficiency of investment carried out at enterprises
of the first wave of industrialization turns out to be considerably lower than that at enterprises established in
the context of new industrialization. Hence, industry is being moved to the third and the fourth zones of the
metropolis generating new workplaces there and emerging as centers of development of new micro-districts.
Acting simultaneously with the mechanisms of population resettlement and housing construction, new industry forms subcenters of the metropolis development, and thereby implementing the principle of polycentric development of a city with population exceeding one million inhabitants.
Thus, there are quite a number of scenario-dependent variants of the metropolis’s development until 2035.
However, seriously alternative variants of development might appear in the period 2030–2050, when the current “inevitable” problems will be solved and a question will arise with respect to formation of the new quality
of the urban environment for Ekaterinburg as a city at the cognitive phase of development.
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